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ISBN  0—52 1—81221—6.

Recent decades have seen an intensification of interest in women’s reading

practices in the medieval and early modern periods, and  a  variety of efforts

to recover something of what these might  have  been. The available evidence is

not  extensive, and a good deal of it has become rather familiar as it is repeated

in different studies:  books  associated with particular  women’s  religious  houses,
as identified by N.R. Ker, are often revisited; books mentioned in published

collections of wills, or in fictional works such as  Chaucer’s  Troilus  and  Criseyde,
make regular appearances in discussion. Mary Erler’s discussion offers both

new information and new ways of thinking about it, and, by emphasizing books
in use, locates the subject of  women’s  reading effectively in wider  contexts
such as the study of  pious  practice or that of the cultural implications of the

transition of manuscript to print.
Erler gives primacy to material evidence, looking at books themselves (or

at records of their existence) and interrogating what is suggested by their

provenance, their circulation  over  time, the evidence of their use (often in the

fonn of fascinating additions, some of which are reproduced), and by the status

and affiliations of their owners and readers. She has scrutinized wills and other
historical records to  flesh  out the biographies of the women readers uncovered

here, and to uncover what importance  books  might have had in  these women’s
lives. The discussion is alert throughout to the ways in which  women’s  use

of  books  may have differed from that of men, highlighting, for example, the

importance for women of books as gifts or as family tokens or as items

representative of some communal interest.
The first chapter deals with  books  associated with religious communities,

drawing on and extending the work of Ker and of  David  Bell to argue that

women’s  association with books for liturgical use gradually gave  way, through-

out the later fifteenth century, to increasing ownership of books for private read-
ing. The final chapter also surveys a large sweep of evidence, working in  this case
from ownership inscriptions in selected incunabula  —  a revealing exercise which

stands  as a model pilot study for anyone interested in future research in this area.

In between these two chapters Erler offers  a  series of case studies, reviewing the
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bookish  interests  of  a London  vowess, a Norwich widow, a  group of Syon nuns,

an anchoress, and an abbess. What emerges  most  clearly from these is the central

importance to women readers of networks of various kinds, dependent some-
times on  family, household and friends, and elsewhere on religious communities
or spiritual advisers. Among the  most  striking connections are those traced
between Norwich women and fellows of Cambridge colleges — men capable of
supplying both devout counsel and recommended  texts.

The combination of these central sections with the broad surveys of the
introductory and concluding chapters is effective; too much small-scale  bio-
graphical or bibliographical detail is hard to assimilate, and Erler tactfully
avoids  exhausting the patience of her own readers. And while the subjects of
some of these case-histories are well-known (Margaret Purdans of Norwich, in
particular, has figured in several discussions of  women’s  reading), Erler’s recon-
struction of her  contacts  and milieu is a new and compelling synthesis. The
provision of illustrations — of brasses, of inscriptions, of books and other arti-
facts —  also  brings her  subjects and their interests to life. The main part of the
book is comparatively short, but it is convincingly buttressed by appendices
which collect  together  its new material (‘Surviving religious  women’s  books  not
listed in Ker-Watson or Bell’; ‘Multiple book ownership by religious  women’,
and ‘Surviving copies of various incunabula in female ownership’), and by
exhaustive annotation.

While the book will primarily attract those interested in  women’s  history
and in manuscript studies and bibliography, it also has much to say about the
pious practices of the late medieval and early modern periods, and about the
significance of textuality to processes of religious reform. The impact and trans-
mission of Lollardy weaves its way in and out of the discussion of fifteenth-
century women readers, and the force of sixteenth-century reformation is
poignantly figured in the changes to which women like Abbess Elizabeth
Throckmorton, or the nuns of  Syon, were subject. Much of what is said in
relation to  women’s  reading can be extended to  other  aspects of the changing
literate culture of this period, and is of relevance outside the  pious, female terms

of reference which Erler has taken.
This point leads to the important questions which people  might  ask about

this book: why should it exclude male readers and non-pious texts? and what
can justify its chronological boundaries? Many of those interested in the sub-
ject of  women’s  reading will want to know about the earlier medieval period or
about  secular  texts, and will find here little  that  is directly or explicitly in-
formative; Erler is at  times  rigorously exclusive,  omitting for instance  much  of

what is known about the secular reading of the nuns of  Syon.  But her seem-
ingly narrow focus  does  in fact allow her to point various general lessons —
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not the least important of which is that studies of this kind are at  their  best
when culturally most specific. Her scrupulous research uncovers its own story
about particular kinds of  medieval  women and their pious and literate
practices.  These  findings in turn can contribute to larger arguments about
religious and social change or cultural production or the history of the book.
And, perhaps  most  importantly, her methodology offers its own  lesson,
suggesting what can be made of the evidence for  women’s  reading when it is
treated as scrupulously and thoughtfully as it is  here.

JULIA BOFFEY

THE  FIFTEENTH CENTURY NETI-IERLANDISH SCHOOLS.  Lorne
Campbell.  1998. National  Gallery Catalogues.  London:  National Gallery
Publications. £50. ISBN  1—85709—171-X.

However carefully one treats it, a well-read paperback will eventually look dog-
eared. My copy of the  third  edition of Martin Davies’s  catalogue  of the early
Netherlandish paintings in the National Gallery, published in  1968, shows
abundant signs of use. It is perhaps just as well  that Lorne  Campbell’s new
catalogue  is robustly bound, since it promises to remain the standard catalogue
for a lifetime. Davies’s catalogue, first published in 1945, was  a  quarto, 206

pages  long by the time of the third edition, without any illustrations. The new
catalogue is a folio, running to 464 pages, and abundantly illustrated not only
with colour and black-and—white illustrations of each of the fifty-two works in
the Gallery’s permanent collection, but also with copious examples of com-
parative material. Whereas  Davies’s  insights  have to be teased from the
telegraphese of the catalogue descriptions, Campbell is able to provide us with
a series of fully-rounded essays. The entry on the ‘Portrait of Giovanni(?)
Arnolfini  and his Wife’, which runs to thirty-eight  pages, could stand as  a
separate monograph. Davies’s catalogue was a bargain at 105. Campbell’s is an
even better buy. However, Davies cannot be pensioned off yet. His catalogue
covers  a  wider chronological range of material, including artists active in the
first half of the sixteenth century, such  as Bosch, Gossaert and  Massys, who
must await another volume. One familiar painting on the walls of the National
Gallery does not  receive  an entry here.  Petrus  Christus’s  1446  portrait of
Edward Grimston, ambassador to the court of  Philip the Good, is only on loan

from the sitter’s direct descendant, the Earl of Verulam.
The collections of early Netherlandish paintings in European national

galleries were mostly formed in the wake of the Josephine suppressions and the
French revolutionary upheavals, which fortunately coincided with  a  renewed
appreciation of ‘primitives’. Pioneer collectors included Willem II of the
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Netherlands, whose collection was unfortunately dispersed after his death in
1849, and the Boisserée brothers, whose paintings were bought by Ludwig I  to

form the core of the Alte Pinakothek in Munich. The National Gallery’s hold-

ings  reflect  the  same  historical conditions. The Amolfini double  portrait, the

first Netherlandish painting to be acquired for the National Gallery, had been

looted  in Spain during the Peninsular War. Gerard David’s  Visch  van der

Capelle  altarpiece  seems to have looted by the French when they occupied
Bruges in 1793. (Richard  Visch  van der Capelle’s brass had been plundered

earlier, in 1578, and by a coincidence a portion of it survives as a palimpsest at

Thorpe, Surrey.) The largest of the early donations came via Prince Albert, but

had in fact been formed by Prince Ludwig of Oettingen-Wallerstein, an associ-

ate of King Ludwig’s.  Additions to the collection are not so frequent now, but

the acquisition of an  exquisite  Virgin and Child from the Campin workshop in

1987 brought about a fundamental reconsideration of the works ascribed to

Robert Campin.
Campbell’s entries draw on the technical resources of the Conservation and

Scientific Departments, and all show signs of a close personal inspection of

the paintings. Infra-red photographs, which are provided throughout the

catalogue, provide  a remarkable insight  into  artists’ working methods, as do

photomicrographs  of details. The details from Rogicr van der Weyden’s

Magdalen Reading illustrated on pp.  396—7  say more about his technical

mastery than any verbal description.
Building on the work of Weale, Campbell has carried out extensive

researches  into the biographies of the  sitters, and has provided new identifica-

tions. For example, he makes out a good  case for the 1462 ‘Portrait of  a Man’ by

Dirk Bouts being magister  Jan van Winckele of the University of Leuven, one of

the witnesses of Bouts’s will. The evidence adduced by Campbell includes a

drawing, reproduced in the catalogue, of  a  Leuven lecturer and students made in

his lecture  notes  by George Lichton, a  student from Moray, in 1467.
One of the most intriguing paintings in the collection is a small portrait of

Marco Barbarigo, the future Doge of  Venice, which is now generally assigned
to a follower of Jan van Eyck. Marco is identified by a  letter he is  shown  hold-
ing, which is addressed to him as Procurator of St. Mark’s in London. As the

dealer Giovan Maria Sasso noted in 1791, this  implies that  he may have  sat for

his  portrait  in London. If so, this  may be a significant document of the

reception of Eyckian realism in England.
The Eyckian artist of the Barbarigo portrait was not the only Flemish artist

working in England in the mid fifteenth century. Sir Roy Strong and Frederick

Hepburn  have  argued convincingly that the portrait of Henry VI in the Royal

Collection, painted in the 15105, reflects  a Weydenesque original of the 14505.
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Since Henry did not venture abroad, except  for his French coronation in 1431,
the artist  must  have been either  a  visitor to or  a  resident in England. Docu-
mentary evidence to match this is tantalisingly sparse. There is the mysterious
Master Hans, whose name points to a German or Netherlandish origin, who
came  from  England to Armagnac in the winter of  1442  in order to paint the
three  daughters of Jean IV, Count of Armagnac for Henry VI. There is Henry
Crote, painter, of Southwark, recorded in the Alien Subsidy Roll for  1440, who

is presumably the same as Henry Grote, ‘peyntour’, supervisor of the will of the
London painter Henry Mace (d.  1449) (Guildhall MS  9171/4, f. 257v). Another
resident of Southwark, which had a  long tradition as the  home  of alien crafts-
men, was Henry Herperson, ‘peyntour’, born in Holland, who is recorded in a
Patent Roll of 1436. Anne Sutton has traced the career of another foreign  artist,
Christian Colbume, who was in England by 1454 and worked here  until  his
death in 1486.  Both  his origins and his stylistic affiliation remain obscure. He is
called an  ‘Almain’, and his name is presumably derived from the German

‘Kolben’ (mace) rather than the Yorkshire village of Colburn. But an artist of
German origin need not necessarily paint in a German style, as the work of Hans
Memlinc of Seligenstadt and Michiel Sittow, a Baltic German from Tallinn,

demonstrates. Nothing is known to survive of the work of any of  these artists,

but at Eton we have wall-paintings in  a  Netherlandish  style  associated with
artists  called William Baker and Gilbert.  Their  names  seem  English but could
well be anglicisations of Dutch  names  (Willem De Bakker and Gijsbrecht?).

There are some 250 surviving books of hours produced in the Low
Countries in the fifteenth and early sixteenth  centuries for the English market.
The more public nature of altarpieces militated against their survival at the
Reformation. However, there are several indications that imported altarpieces
were a significant feature of late medieval England.  There  is, for  example, the
case of  Thomas  Dalton, merchant of Hull, who in a 1501 codicil to his will

charged his wife  ‘that  ther be a tabull  bought  behond the see for our  Lade  aulter
[in Holy Trinity], for the saule of my broder John Dalton, w‘ sich fellis as I have
at  Calice; also  a  tabull for my saule and all the séulis y' I have fared the better
for, of y‘ behond-see warke, to be sett at the aulter of  Corpus  Christi in the

Trenyte  church, the valew of viij li.’ (Testamenta Eboracensia, IV, p. 127).
Dalton’s altarpieces were possibly carved  ones, like  that made  for the  Mercers’
chapel in St.  Thomas  of Acon, London, by Walter van Dale ‘of Andewarp
karver’ in  1523—4, but it is possible  that, like so many Antwerp and Brussels
altarpieces, they incorporated painted panels. Comparable altarpieces survive
in more tolerant Scandinavia, such  as one of c. 1510—1515 at Ulkebol,

Denmark, and another of c. 1520 in  Véisterés  Cathedral.  Amazingly, three of
the panels from some such  altarpiece, Brussels work by the Master of the View
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of Saint-Gudule, survived in Protestant Cambridge, and can be  seen  in the
chapel of Queens’ College.

Dalton’s commissions  reflect  his commercial contacts with the Low

Countries. The Ashwellthorpe Triptych, an altarpiece of the Sorrows of the

Virgin, by the Magdalen Master, now in the Castle  Museum, Norwich, has its
origin in a more personal contact. It was made for Christopher Knyvett, who

served on  a  mission to Margaret of Austria and married  a  member of the

Brabantine family of Van Assche. The Ashwellthorpe Triptych presumably

survived because it incorporated family portraits, and could easily be trans-

ferred from family chapel to portrait gallery. A similar explanation must lie

behind the survival of the Donne Triptych, to which Campbell  devotes  eighteen

pages, which passed into the collections of the 3rd Earl of Burlington and the

Dukes  of Devonshire. The donors were  first  correctly identified as Sir John

Donne and his wife Elizabeth Hastings by J .G.  Nichols  in 1840. KB.

McFarlane used his historical knowledge to challenge the traditional dating of

the painting before  Edgecote, and thereby effected  a  revolution in the difficult

field of Memlinc chronology. Campbell  goes  further, and marshals evidence to

support a dating to 1478. Donne was largely resident  in Calais, and  much
involved in Anglo-Burgundian relations in the  14705  and 1480s. Campbell  also
draws into the discussion other examples of Sir John  Donne’s  patronage of

Flemish artists, the  most  outstanding being the so-called  Louthe  Hours by

Simon Marmion (Louvain-la-Neuve, Université Catholique de Louvain,

MS A.2), which Campbell has correctly identified as having been made for

Donne. Not every English patron of Netherlandish art would have made such

an informed choice of artist as Sir John Donne, but the Donne Triptych is  a
poignant reminder of the scale of loss of the English artistic patrimony at the

Reformation.
NICHOLAS ROGERS

THE  EARLY  ART OF  NORFOLK. A Subject List  of  Extant  and  Lost Art,
Including Items Relevant  to  Early Drama.  Ann Eljenholm Nichols.  2002.  Early

Drama, Art, and Music Reference Series 7, Medieval Institute Publications,

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan. Available from

Medieval Institute Publications, Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo,

MI 49008, USA. $45.00 plus $4.50 p&p. ISBN  1—58044-034—7.

To some extend the title of  this  book explains its contents, but one has to hold
it in  one’s  hands and open it to realise the vastness of the project it  reflects, the

depth of the expertise that supports it and the incredible amount of detail that

can be found in it.
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As the author points out in her introduction lists like these, focussed on one
county — the previous one in the series, for example, by Barbara Palmer, deals
with the West Riding of  Yorkshire  — allow one to recognise even small dif-
ferences in regional styles and devotional preferences, such as specific images,
saints or  feasts.  In  spite  of the fact  that  innumerable items have been lost over
the centuries one can indeed see at a glance in the section  ‘Saints’, for example,
that the  cults  of St Christopher and St Edmund  King and Martyr were, of
course, widespread, but  that  more unexpected saints such as Louis IX of

France or Francis of Assisi were not forgotten. Particularly interesting, too, is
the evidence for church dedications and the existence of local guilds to particu-
lar saints, or the Holy Spirit, or the Trinity. For St Erasmus, for example, two
dedications and nine guilds have been discovered. This is  less  surprising when
one is informed, in small print, that worshipping Erasmus guaranteed  ‘reason-
able  good’ to the end of  one’s  life, protection from  one’s  enemies, the granting
of every ‘reasonable  thing’ one prayed for, freedom from trouble and  disease, a
good end and everlasting bliss.

The items come in many different forms, many different  sources  were used
and endless cross-referencing is possible. To  take  the example of St Francis, the
patron of the Franciscans or Grey Friars: churches were dedicated to him at
King’s Lynn, Norwich and Great Yarmouth; a seal with his  image  survives in
Greyfriars Church, Norwich; from documentary evidence it is known that a

statue existed in Greyfriars Church, King’s  Lynn; there still is  a  stained  glass
image  in St Peter Mancroft, Norwich and according to report there was one in
Little Walsingham until it was destroyed by fire; there  is  a  painting on the
wooden screen at  Hempstead  St Andrew; on the authority of the eighteenth-
century antiquary we know there was stained glass at St Peter Parmentergate,
Norwich; his image appears in a printed calendar and in Repps there may have
been another painting on the screen. If we then look under Repps in the Index
we discover  that  the same painted screen probably also had Sts Thomas, John
the  Evangelist, Bartholomew, John the  Baptist, Agnes, Edward the Confessor,
Gregory the Great, Helen, St Margaret of Antioch (who is generally very well
represented), Mary Magdalene and Ursula. For further information on road-
screens one can then  turn  to Appendix VI:  ‘Painted  Panels’, which also briefly
discusses altar pieces.

Apart from God in all His different representations, sections include The
Old  Testament, Virgin Mary, Life of Christ, Apostles, and  Saints, but  also
Pastoralia, such  as the Creed and the Ten Commandments, Mortality, with

Cadavers and the Three Living and the Three Dead, and the fascinating

Miscellaneous, including Occupations, Wheel of Fortune, Green Man and even

The Nine Worthies. There are eight appendices, e. g. Angels, who are discussed
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in relation to their dress and  headdress, their place in the Nine Orders of Angels
and musical instrumehts. The book ends with a select Bibliography, a detailed
Index  of Places and forty-five indispensable  black  and white illustrations.

The  Subject List  is  a  rewarding tool for art historians; religious  historians
and indeed all kinds of historians working indoors, but in spite of its size it will

also sit next to Pevsner on our next trip into Norfolk. '
- LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

PILGRIMAGE  IN  MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.  Diana Webb.  2000.  Hambledon
and London Publishing, London. £25. ISBN  1—85285—250-X.

Diana Webb’s work on pilgrimage and the cult of saints in medieval Europe
will be well known to many readers of The  Ricardian, not  least  because of her
lively use of sources. She has now turned her eye to the English experience,
producing another  highly readable and perceptive book which  takes  us from
the very beginnings of pilgrimage in Anglo  Saxon times  to the depredations of
Cromwell’s commissioners in the 1530s. 0n the way, she examines the enduring

connection between pagan healing cults associated with water and  other  sacred
sites; the seismic impact of  Becket’s  martyrdom (a real  shot  in the arm as  much
as a challenge for many flagging shrines); the  methods  deployed to promote
pilgrimage through the creative use of images and indulgences; and the way
royal pilgrims shrewdly contrived to extract the  maximum  political as" well
as spiritual mileage from their peregrinations. It is interesting to note, for
example, that one of the tactics used by the  Norman  conquerors  and, at
a  later  date, unpopular foreign queens, was to identify themselves with
quintessentially English shrines, thus exploiting what Dr Webb engagingly calls
their ‘public relations value’. (Margaret of  Anjou’s  regal progress to Walsing-
ham in  1453  is not, however, mentioned, which is a shame; given her well-

documented appreciation of the benefits of ‘spin’.)
Royal  saints, such as King Edmund of East Anglia and Edward the  Con-

fessor, and those like Thomas  Becket  and  Thomas  Cantilupe who had occupied
high  ecclesiastical office, were naturally bound to attract the elite. But Ehglish
pilgrimage was a vibrant and truly popular phenomenon, bubbling up,
irrepressibly,. from below, sometimes  to the irritation and alarm of .those in
authority.  A  particular strength of this book  lies  in its exploration of the motley
range of  ‘unofficial’ cults wich mushroomed all over England, centred upon

images, crucifixes and  a  strange assortment of individuals from the genuinely
holy to-the morally dubious, whose violent deaths alone set  them  apart. The
‘short-haul’ and essentially local nature of this type of pilgrimage is striking,
and illuminates an important facet of parochial worship in England before the
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Reformation. It is, of  course, now impossible to recreate the experience of
the  ‘ordinary’ pilgrim, if there ever was  one, but the author does examine the
topography of shrines and the way their success or failure was affected by such
important considerations as transport networks, urban development and  even
the proximity of fairs where these medieval day-trippers could enjoy themselves
after discharging their spiritual duty. Dr Webb displays an enviable command
of published primary material and is rarely overwhelmed by the sheer range
and variety of her sources.  Examples  and quotations are well chosen and the
book is sprinkled with delightful  apercus, which will undoubtedly be appropri-
ated by others working in this heavily populated field.

So far so good.  There  are, however, a  number of striking lacunae  in this
book, not least the lack of comparative material drawn from other cultures or
periods. The study of pilgrimage, which impinges on so many areas of life, cries
out for an interdisciplinary approach.  Some readers may well be relieved  that
the hoary debate begun in the 1970s by the Turners about the liminality of the
medieval pilgrim does not figure in these pages, but nor does the work of other

sociologists, or of the anthropologists, archaeologists and landscape historians
who have written about English pilgrims, pilgrimages and shrines since then.
The brief endnotes contain few references to recent historical publications on
these  topics, and none to the positive flood of relevant material on icono-
graphy, medical  history, popular piety, magic and devotional literature which
has appeared over the last couple of decades. As a  case  in point, the concluding
chapter, which deals with lollardy and the attacks made on shrines and images
during the Reformation, neither engages with, nor refers to, any secondary
literature on either  topic.  In many respects Dr  Webb’s  decision to tell her story
largely from primary material is commendably robust, but it does mean  that
she often fails to make wider connections which would be illuminating for stu-
dents and specialists  alike.  In the absence of even the  most  selective bibliogra-
phy, the very least we might expect is  a  guide  to recommended reading, which
could tie up some of thse loose ends and help to answer  a  plethora of un-
answered questions.

CAROLE RAWCLIFFE

THE  PEOPLE  OF THE  PARISH: COMNIUNITY LIFE  IN  A LATE
MEDIEVAL ENGLISH DIOCESE.  Katherine L. French. 2001. University of
Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia.  £42; $59.95. ISBN  0—8122-3581—9.

This substantial hardback retraces much of the ground explored in recent years
by Eamon  Duffy, Beat  Kfimin, Clive Burgess and others. It is part of the
continuing revisionist effort to understand, and do justice to, the nature of
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the late-medieval English parish before the destructive impact of the Protestant
Reformation. In this study, the American academic Dr Katherine French

focusses on one English  diocese, Bath and Wells, and on the wealthy and well-
populated county of Somerset. This is a highly distinctive part of the country
with numerous villages, frequent market towns and  many magnificent
churches. It  also  has  a  ‘relative  abundance’ of surviving churchwardens’
accounts dating from the fourteenth to early sixteenth centuries, which were Dr _
French’s principal source. She particularly highlights twenty well-documented
parishes, both urban and rural, which are fairly evenly distributed across the
county. The purpose of the study was to show, within a single diocese, ‘the
range and diversity- -of late-medieval English parish life’. The six principal
chapters contain much of  value, both 1n summarising existing knowledge and
in giving new insights.

For  example, many important observations are made about the medieval
parish and its workings.  This  institution emerged from the thirteenth century
onwards and, although not a legal corporation, came to act as such. Written
accounts, at first in Latin and then in English, became increasingly important
although most people still relied on speech and memory. Churchwardens
generally read their accounts to the assembled parish, an event which must have
had some political drama. Furthermore, a parish’s first surviving accounts
‘often  coincide with  a  new building project’. The office of churchwarden is
shown to be varied and demanding: candidates needed to be experienced
managers and fund-raisers, able to resist pressures from  above  and below. In

Bath  and Wells they tended to be not of the  highest  social  class, but from the
middling ranks of local society (though the actual methods of  .‘election’ are not
yet fully understood, as Dr French concedes). Fund-raising is seen as a way of
binding the community together in spite of inequalities of wealth, and Kiimin’s
well-known distinction is upheld: towns had a greater reliance on- rents
bequeathed by the dead and rural parishes derived a greater variety of income
mainly from the living. It is an important point that parochial  accounts  record
many smaller gifts and grants which do not feature in wills. As well as the uni-
versal church-ales, distinctive forms of income in the West Country included
the hiring out of church-houses and entertainments such as  ‘hogling’ and
‘Robin  Hood games’.

Dr French also shows that churchwardens’ accounts throw considerable
light on the church itself and the way it was used liturgically and socially. She
reinforces many of the judgements recently made by other historians: for
example  that churches were increasingly divided by the introduction of screens
and quasi-private chantries and chapels; that  seating was slowly introduced and
also  reflected social distinctions; that  guilds were ‘mostly supportive’ of the
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parish; and that  a  new sensibility drove rowdy entertainments out of the church
into  the churchyard and  church  house. The liturgy of the late-medieval church'
continued to change as new feastdays and devotions were introduced, and
saints  such as St George gained popularity. Interesting points are made about
the influence of the South English Legendary and the persistence of con-
ventional iconography, and  a  detailed analysis is made of liturgical books
owned by parishes. Her conclusion on page 204 neatly suggests  that ‘medieval
parishioners  .  .  .  were not waiting for the Reformation. The medieval parish was
a dynamic and creative place in its own right’.

It must be said, however, that the  book  has defects.  Some  are omissions by

the publisher. Over thirty maps, figures and plates are not listed under
Contents, and  copious  end-notes are not related to page-numbers in the main
text.  Much more regrettable is the fact  that  the writing is too often dull, inflated
and repetitive. For instance, the reader is numbed by the over-use of verbs  such
as  ‘determined’ and  ‘demonstrated’, and the phrase  ‘community identity’ is
repeated so frequently that it becomes quite meaningless. The historical argu-
ment  too is built up laboriously in  a  slow, incremental manner.  Thus  the
sentence  ‘Not  all wardens took pride in this office; some  were in fact ineffective

or downright incompetent’ is followed two lines later by ‘Despite  the avail-
ability of training, not all wardens were skilled or  competent’ (p. 91).

This  book, with its deliberate focus on a single diocese, has been written

with the very best  of intentions. In the  end, however, this reviewer was not con-
vinced  that  the basic purpose had been fulfilled. If the aim was to  ‘reveal  dif-
ferences  among parishes’ which ‘reflect the creation of a community identity’,
then we need more than  assertion  and repetition. The  case  must be made by
detailed reconstructions of actual  local  communities, portraying unique land-
scapes, different economies, different  levels  of population, wealth and social
composition, churches with subtle variations of plan and  structure, varied
administrative arrangements and distinctive cultural traits. At the same time it
must  be shown that the individuality of such communities was often softened
by contact with the outside world. In truth, we need the best kind of  compara-
tive Local History, not another survey which in the final analysis relies too
heavily on generalities and already established  knowledge.

DAVID DYMOND

SHERIFF HUTTON  AND ITS  LORDS.  Janet Senior.  2000.  Rosalba Press, 18

St Martin’s Drive, Leeds LS7 3LR. £2.50 plus 30p p&p.  ISBN 0—907604—05—6.

This is another  small  but comprehensive book from the imprint of the
Yorkshire branch of the Richard III Society. The  pamphlet  offers more than a
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simple  history of the castle and its owners from the first construction in  1140
until the present day. We are given the derivation and development of the name
of the village, the  descent  of the manor, structural  changes  to the castle over
time, a  glossary of technical historical  terms, and the later  history of ruin and
decay of a  once  great noble residence.

The history of the manor and castle is closely tied  to that of the Neville
family, and this forms the core of the book. The author provides a  straight-
forward account of the changes initiatied by different Neville owners, and
focuses on John Neville’s redesign of the village and extension of the castle after
1382 as the beginning of Sheriff  Hutton’s  importance as a centre of regional
power. When Richard, duke of Gloucester acquired the earl of Warwick’s
Yorkshire estates in the early 14705, Sheriff Hutton may well have  remained
one of his many noble residences in the north, albeit  a  favourite one. However,

his seizure of the  throne  in 1483 and the establishment the following year of the
Council of the  North  under his nephew, John de la  Pole, earl of Lincoln, gave
the castle greater importance as a seat of crown government in the north. This
perhaps became more pronounced under the Tudors when  Thomas  Howard,
earl  of Surrey and Henry Fitzroy, duke of Richmond (Henry VIII’s  bastard
son) resided in the castle and  used  it as the base for the Council and their
administration as king’s lieutenants in the region.

The book is laden with copies of old Ordnance Survey maps, hand-drawn
plans and  a  collection of antiquarian prints. Particularly useful is this range
of impressions of the castle itself, which show the  state  of decay from the

eighteenth century onwards. The castle is now very much a  ‘naked  carcass’ as
John Norden wrote in 1624. In fact the buildings went into decline  after  the
Council of the North moved its headquarters to York in the mid-Tudor period.
Although sums were spent on repairs in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I,
the  castle  and land passed out of royal hands by 1618, and the stone used to
construct new buildings nearby.

The book has a few slight digressions from the  main  theme and structure,
and sometimes contains distracting but interesting detail  that  cannot be de-
veloped in the limited space, such  as information on Henry, duke of Rich-
mond’s  household, councillors, and education at the castle in the 1520s. Such
instances only encourage deeper investigation of the topic. It is unlikely that  the
full history of the development and regional  importance  of the castle can be
written, but this  book  provides a basic and reliable introduction to the topic,
and in a format that can be repeated for other important monuments.

SEAN CUNNINGHAM
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REVOLUTION  AND  CONSUNIPTION  IN  LATE MEDIEVAL ENGLAND.
Edited by Michael Hicks. 2001. The Boydell  Press,  Woodbridge.  £45.

ISBN  0-85225—832—3.

This  volume of papers selected from the 1999 fifteenth-century conference
at  Southampton  breaks with tradition and includes a number of papers on the
fourteenth  century.  There  is much to be said for locating the fifteenth century
within  a  longer time span. John Hare’s important  paper  on late-medieval
Wessex  gives persuasive support to Christopher  Dyer’s  argument that the
fifteenth and  sixteenth centuries  need to be studied as a single period of
economic transition. Politically, too, it is now well-accepted  that  the fifteenth
century is not self-contained — marked off from the rest of the middle ages by
the  ‘turning-points’ of  1399  and 1485.

Alastair Dunn’s study of the royal administration of forfeited  magnate
estates genuinely spans the old divide of  1399  by looking at the record of both
Richard II and Henry IV in this area.  This  is a refreshingly pragmatic  treat-
ment, refusing to see  ‘policy’ behind every development but giving due weight
to opportunism and, sometimes, sheer muddle. The suggestion that such things
were managed better under Edward IV looks too  optimistic, but it is useful to
have  the comparison opened up for discussion. Alison Gundy, in her look at
the politics of the West Midlands in  1389—1399, also suggests  (although with-
out, it  seems, very much conviction) that things may have been different  under
Edward IV, tlfis time as  a  possible exception to her claim that the creation of a

royal affinity should be unnecessary in a well-ordered reign. The royal connec-
tion is also the subject of the third paper on the reign of Richard II. Shelagh
Mitchell has number-crunched her way through  the peace  commissions  to
establish the level of representation of  king’s knights  among the commissioners,
arguing that  their increased representation was not an innovation of the
‘tyranny’ (although it apparently becomes more marked and more divisive
then) but can already be seen after the 1381 rising.  This  rather begs the question
of whether it is the low  levels  at the beginning of the reign that are the aberra-
tion  —  the natural consequence of the much-reduced  household  of a child king.
It would be interesting to have a comparison with Edward  III’s peace commis-
sions, themselves the object of much recent attention.

Justices of the peace also feature briefly in Jessica Freeman’s exploration of
the gentry of fifteenth-century Middlesex. Her aim is to consider whether a
county community existed  and it is noteworthy that she does not feel the need
to put this notoriously slippery phrase into inverted commas. Her assumption,
clearly, is  that  it did  exist, and is to be identified with the ‘stable, long-serving
group of elite gentry families’ described here. It is valuable to have  this  group
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so clearly delineated, but do they constitute a community? In the medieval
sense, where  communitas  really means not much  more than  the people who

matter, yes, clearly they do. But the intractable question is how far this entails
a shared commitment to something beyond their personal concerns. As the

rhetoric of parliamentary petitions makes clear, contemporaries as well as later

historians  want  the public to be privileged over the private. To be a member of

a  community brought obligations as well as rights. Defining a community in

terms of its members is one thing, deciding how community-minded those

members were is quite another.
The difficult question of  mentalités  receives its fullest treatment here in Peter

Fleming’s  paper on medieval oligarchy, which begins with  a  cautious and fruit-

ful exploration of attitudes to civic  authority drawing largely on Bristol

examples. The attempt in the later part of the paper to argue  that  the mystery

plays articulate some of these attitudes is more tentative  and, to this reader at

least, less  persuasive. As Fleming himself admits, most of the  ideas  are common

currency rather than  a  specificglly urban coinage. But it is good to see late-

medieval urban political  -(as  distinct from social) assumptions being given

serious  attention.
The remaining ‘political’ chapter in the collection is the one to which

readers of this journal may well turn first: T.B.  Pugh’s  paper on Richard duke

of York. Structurally the chapter is rather fragmentary, with the  exposition  of

a number of particular issues (including the collapse in value of York’s Welsh

lands and his dealings with Fastolf) underpinning more  impressionistic

assertions. The main argument is that York was in  financial  trouble by the

1450s (although not as seriously as he claimed), but it is left unclear how far this

is being offered as  a  factor in his decision to take the throne. In  fact, it is not

clear whether this is seen as York’s decision at all.  There  is a strong hint that it

is  York’s  supporters (Oldhall is fingered in particular) who are pushing him in

this  direction for their own profit. York emerges as  a  political incompetent,

who  changes  the course of history more or less by accident. It is an  emphasis
which implicitly rejects the insistence of recent writers like John Watts on

ideology as the key to understanding the 14508, but as his work is nowhere

mentioned here it is hard to know how deliberate  a  rejection it is.

Presumably these  varied political chapters account for the ‘Revolution’

in the title. But although several of  them  are concerned with periods of great

political tension, none  makes  any claim to be charting revolution in the usual

sense of the word. The underlying political and social structures may have

wobbled, but they endured.  Still, one could hardly have called the  book

‘Consumption and Hiccups in late medieval England’, although that would

have  been splendidly apt for Christopher  Woolgar’s  study of  aristocratic  con-
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sumption, which takes as its starting point the notorious feast offered by
George Neville on his enthronement as archbishop of York. The catering
for  that  feast (including 1,000 sheep and 2,000 piglets) has prompted  some
desperate efforts at explanation in the past. Perhaps medieval sheep were just
very, very small. Woolgar, with great  good  sense, cuts through all  this  by point-
ing out  that  this is provisioning not for one slap-up feed but several days of
celebration, and  sets  it within the context of more usual levels of elite

consumption.
Consumption is also the  theme  of Miranda Threlfall-Holmes’ study of

Durham cathedral priory’s purchase of wines and  spices, which confirms
Barbara Harvey’s picture of lavish monastic consumption at Westminster.
The paper has interesting points to make about how far such  purchases  were
price sensitive. Her suggestion is that spices were, but wine generally wasn’t
(although there are some signs of an  attempt  to shop around).  This  evidence
for patterns of purchasing contributes to the national picture of regional supply
and demand which is now gradually being bujlt up. John  Lee’s  paper on the
trade of Cambridge and its  region, drawing on college accounts, fits another

piece into the jigsaw, and demonstrates the distance within which the rural
economy might be affected by a  regular, middle-sized purchaser. Winifred
Harwood’s paper on the impact of St Swithin’s priory on Winchester touches
on similar issues, but the relative lack of sources  makes this  a more anecdotal

treatment, which does not  move  far beyond the collection of detail.
The range of issues here  means  that  most  readers will find something of

interest. But because few of the contributors look  much  beyond their immedi-
ate concerns, the  volume, in spite of its longer time span and avowed policy of
choosing papers  on the basis of thematic  coherence, does  not offer  a  wider per-
spective on the  issues  it raises. As is often the  case, there is  a sense, inevitable

perhaps but always faintly depressing, that the contributors are talking to the
reader but not to each other.

ROSEMARY HORROX

THE  ENGLISH MANOR  c.  1200—c. 1500.  Mark Bailey.  2002.  Manchester
University Press. £14.99. ISBN 0-7190-5229—7.

‘The  manor touched and influenced the lives of  common  people in the Middle
Ages, probably more  than  any other secular institution.’ (p. 1) Just as the parish
was all-inclusive in matters ecclesiastical, so the  manor  encompassed all facets

of  estate  administration and agrarian life. However, Mark Bailey clearly
demonstrates that these two were not necessarily coterminous, thus shattering

the  text-book  model taught to generations of school-children: the large manor
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contiguous with a parish, forming a village, may have existed in some areas, at
some point in time, but was by no means universal.

The content and format of this long-awaited volume is  baséd  on the
assumption that manorial records ‘are  best  understood and utilised as an  his-
torical source by placing them firmly within their institutional  context’.  (p. x)
So it is that Chapter One discusses at length the composition and origins of the
manor. Then, having set the scehe, Bailey focuses on the documents themselves.

There are two broad categories:  ‘those  which present  a ‘snapshot’ of the vari-
ous resources of the manor at a given moment’ (p. 18), such as surveys, rentals
and inventories; and  those  which record the management of manorial resources
and  rights, and their financial returns over  a  given period,- such as accounts and
court rolls. The survival, and in  some  cases, the generation, of so  many mano-

rial documents is peculiarly English, consequently the English manor has been
studied by medievalists worldwide, as the extensive footnotes clearly demon-
strate. Perhaps surprisingly, considering the dates of such documents, whether
relating to Wakefield, Walsham-le-Willows or Watford, they are consistent in

format and presentation.  ‘The degree  of uniformity is so striking that  it is
tempting to speculate about the existence of medieval management schools for
scribes and  estate  administrators.’ (p. 20) This apparent conformity facilitates
research  because, once the general layout of each type document is understood,
in principle, similar documents from any manor  may be harvested for details of
daily life. - . ~

The value of this book lies in its lucid explanations of the history, construc-
tion, content and purpose of the documents. Having taught  a  course entitled
‘Manors, Fields and People: The Local Community in the Medieval Period’, I

can testify to the previous lack of clarity amongst writers: Bailey’s section in
Chapter Two on  ‘land  tenures and personal status on the medieval  manor’
(pp.  25-37) would have saved hours of research on my part! Similarly, the
description in Chapter  Three  of the components of manorial accounts, which
were produced in the charge/discharge form, is particularly helpful because
they differ greatly from the more familiar income/expenditure layout. Building
on the work of FDA. Harvey in  Manorial  Records  (British Records Associ-
ation, revised edition, 1999), Bailey shows how the function and sophistication

of manorial accounts changed during the medieval period as landlords  became
less concerned with the possibility of fraudulent officials and more concerned
with efficient estate management. Chapter Four outlines the mechanism for
bringing cases in manorial courts and the methods of resolving them. The pre-
siding lord or steward did not act as a  judge  but resolutions could be brought
about in one of four ways: trial by fire or water (scarcely appropriate, so
fell into disuse); compurgation (effectively, character witnessing); out-of-court
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settlement; and presentment or inquest juries. Having outlined the various
documents’ purposes, the author then suggests possible applications for
modern researchers, although there are certain caveats. For example, whilst

manorial accounts expose the workings of the demesne (the lord of the manor’s
home farm), they ‘represent neither fully nor accurately the farming strategies
deployed on local peasant farms, nor depict the full range of local economic
activities’. (p. 114)

The different types of manorial documents are presented at the end of each
chapter in the form of transcripts of well-chosen examples, translated from
their original Latin. Although drawn mainly from East Anglia, Hertfordshire
and Bedfordshire, areas about which the author has written and  taught, the

documents are representative of the whole country.  Most  of them have been
carefully selected  because they demonstrate many of the characteristics  men-
tioned in the introductory sections.  They include  some  delightful  gems, my
favourite being the survey of Watford’s marketplace, where  ‘Henry Cokedell
holds one  shop called “Cornershopp” next to the churchyard’. (p. 85) Itemised
sums laid out for food supplied to tenants performing ploughing services at
Wellingborough included mustard to accompany mutton in Autumn and fish
in Lent! (p.  124) Several unusual documents have also  been  included, although
their uniqueness may lie in their survival rather than their content: the Lack-
ford bailiffs memorandum of receipts (pp. 151-52); the two  sets of instructions
to different manorial officials of Walkern (pp. 154—55); and the account for the
construction of the new barn at Kinsbourne (pp. 164—66).

There is a useful glossary of technical terms and a select bibliography listing
works relating to manorial documents in general and  case  studies. The com-
paratively brief index refers mainly to the introductory sections  of each chapter,
covering only the general  themes  of the documents, not their specific contents.
Although some of the selected documents already exist  in print (in Latin), it
would have been helpful if at least  some  of the original formulaic Latin had
been reproduced. The transcripts would then  have  provided more guidance to
researchers trying to interpret similar documents originating elsewhere. This
aside, Manchester University Press and Mark Bailey are to be congratulated on
this well-written, highly informative and readable volume in the excellent
Manchester Medieval Sources  series, which, although  primarily aimed at under-
graduate-level students and their teachers, ‘is also an essential guide and com-
panion to postgraduate and local historians engaged in research on medieval
manorial  records’.  (dust-jacket) I would go further by recommending it to  any-
one interestcd in rural life in medieval England.

HEATHER FALVEY
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THE  WORLDS  0F  RICHARD  III. A.J. Pollard.  2001.  Tempus, Stroud.
£15.99  (pbk). ISBN 0—7524—1985—4.

At the risk of making this review sound like a  ‘hard sell’, this  must  be an essen-
tial purchase for every reader of The  Ricardian.  Professor Pollard’s contribution

to our understanding of Richard III and his milieu hardly needs  cement;
alongside Charles Ross (who, as a tutor at Bristol, set Tony Pollard his first  essay
on Richard — the rest, as they say, is  history . .  .), Rosemary Horrox, and

Michael Hicks, he has been  a  major contributor to the revolution in our  under-
standing of the king and his times that has taken place over the last quarter

century.  This  volume collects ten of  Pollard’s  essays and occasional pieces on

these themes. All but one have been published before, but this does not really

lessen the collection’s value, for while about half have appeared in mainstream,

readily accessible journals or collections, such as The  Journal  of Medieval

History, Nottingham Medieval  Studies, and, indeed, The  Ricardian, only the

most determined aficionados of Pollard’s oeuvre are likely to have all of the rest

in their library, including essays  that first saw the  light  of day in The  North

Yorkshire County Record  Office Journal, The  Richmond Review, and as a

pamphlet to accompany an exhibition held to  commemorate  the quincentenary

of Richard’s accession. The one unpublished piece, ‘One  summer at Middle-

ham’, uses a warrant in Harleian 433 to reconstruct  some  aspects of life in Prince

Edward’s household at Middleham between May and September  1483.  This

short  essay is in many ways entirely characteristic of Pollard’s writing: elegant,

careful and precise without being pendantic, and above all infused with an

instinct for the humanity behind the history — we learn that the seven-year-

old prince (the document supports the argument that Edward was born in

1476) was entertained by Martin the  Fool, and Pollard reminds us  that  Yorick

died when  Hamlet, too, was only seven, but was still vividly remembered by the

adult  prince. Another bonus is provided by the copious illustrations, and
Tempus is to be congratulated on producing another handsome and well-priced

volume.
Moreover, the Introduction provides an interesting reflection by the author

on his intellectual development, as revealed through his engagement with

Richard III and his worlds. Worlds, in the plural, is used to denote both the

world of the imagination in which Richard’s figure, crook-backed and malign

or shining in his martyrdom, is such a captivating presence, and  ‘the  down-to-

earth  world of the fifteenth-century north in his  time’.  While a native of the

West Country, Pollard  has for long been resident in the North East, and his

engagement with  that  part of the world is clearly apparent from the essays in

this collection, as well, of course, from his splendid  North-Eastern England
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during the  Wars  of the  Roses  (1990). While the exigencies of academic employ-
ment may have played their part in establishing and maintaining his interests
in this region, it is to two Yorkshiremen, Charles  Ross  and Keith Dockray, that

he pays generous — and deserved — tribute for encouraging his early en-
gagement with this  ‘northem’ king and the Yorkshire landed society he knew so
well.

The earliest essay in this volume, ‘The  Tyranny of Richard III’ was first
published in 1975. Inevitably, its  author’s  views have changed since  then, and

in the Introduction be readily acknowledges where he feels uneasy with  some  of
his earlier opinions. Among these are his depictions of Richard’s ‘tyrannical’
policy of planting northerners in the  South.  One must bow to his reassess-
ment, but with  regret, since his original model was bracing in its  energy and
clarity! The very existence of the  ‘north-south  divide’ in fifteenth-century
England, in socio-economic terms at  least, alongside the ‘northernness’ of

Richard III and the depth and longevity of his attachment to  Middleham
and Yorkshire as  a  whole, are also questions that Pollard now finds more prob-
lematic. He  also  now doubts that the North was less governable than the  south,
a  doubt resulting in part from his work on the fifteenth-century bishops of
Durham.

This collection, Pollard declares, draws a line  under  his involvement with

Richard III.  This, together with his two monographs on the North East
and Richard 111  (Richard  III and the  Princes  in the  Tower  (1991)), might  be
thought sufficient achievement by a lessar scholar as he looks towards retire-
ment.  In  fact, Richard III and the North far from  exhausts  Pollard’s interests

as an historian.  After  all, his PhD thesis and first monograph concerned the
Talbot family, and of  late  he has turned his attention to the cultural, social and

political significance of the later medieval Robin Hood stories. However,

whether in Dale or Greenwood, Pollard’s acute intelligence, stylistic polish and
lively imagination are ever present.

PETER FLEMING

THE  LEGACY  OF  M.R. JAMES. PAPERS FROM  THE  1995 CAM-
BRIDGE CONFERENCE.  Edited Lynda Dennison. 2001.  Shaun  Tyas (an
imprint of  ‘Paul  Watkins’), Donington, Lincs. £35. ISBN 1—900289—45—8.

It would be  hard  to think of a nineteenth or twentieth-century scholar whose
memory is still cherished as much as is that of Montague Rhodes James
(1862—1936). The standing of, say, Stubbs and Maitland may be higher, but they
are not held in such affectionate regard: James is the scholar whose company one
would  most  have enjoyed. He may be  best  known today for his superb ghost
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stories, many of which are still in print; but his learned works in the fields of  bib-
lical studies and medieval art and  iconography, and his catalogues of  medieval
manuscripts in two dozen collections at Cambridge and elsewhere ensure that he
remains  a  familiar presence for successive generations of researchers.

The year 1895 saw the publication of four of James’s catalogues of  Cam-
bridge collections of manuscripts — a  flimsy excuse for the  holding of a
centennial symposium, and yet one that was entirely justified  by the excellence
of the papers which are printed in  this volume. Most  of  them  skilfully combine
a degree of revisionism or criticism with  a  clear respect and affection for James:
that by his biographer, R.W.  Pfaff, is the  most  devastatingly critical and yet is
so  shot  through with admiration for James as to be inspiriting overall. He in-
vestigates James’s cataloguing of liturgical manuscripts at Cambridge, and in a
constructive way shows how seriously James was at fault. It is  a  masterly paper
that ranges across the centuries, and is enjoyably full of personal asides. Jayne
Ringrose’s account of J  ames’s unpublished catalogue of nearly 1200 medieval
manuscripts in Cambridge University Library complements  this  by showing
how he approached one particular collection, declining to tackle  legal  works or
anything dating from after 1500, or to add significantly to existing descriptions
of ‘cartularies and such things’; he was also weak on heraldry.  A.J.  Piper  pro-
vides a clear analysis of the cataloguing of institutionally-owned manuscripts in
the last hundred years; rather oddly, he makes no  mention  of James’s own essay

on the cataloguing of manuscripts (drafted in  1906; published in  Scriptorium,
31 (1977), pp. 103—18).

A  group of papers looks at particular manuscripts or groups of manu-
scripts. The late Albinia de la Mare tells an instructive but cautionary tale of
two fifteenth-century fragments of  Plutarch’s  Lives, which James (when not
quite  seventeen  years old) had published as  tenth  or eleventh century. Michael
Gullick provides a very clear  account of the English copies of the late eleventh-
century Collectio  Lanfranci, focussing (James-like) on their provenance. Lynda
Dennison discusses the MR. James Memorial Psalter, BL MS Add. 44949:

James never saw  this  fourteenth-century English  psalter, but she skilfully places
it within Jamesian as well as artistic contexts.  A  musicological piece by
Christopher  Page  is of wider interest  than  one might guess: a  poem  published
by him from  a  Sidney Sussex College manuscript has  a  richly poignant  account
of two novice monks who disobedicntly go swimming and are drowned. And
Nicholas Rogers, the begetter of this symposium, very capably brings out
some late medieval hagiographical points, concerning St Jordan (companion of
St Augustine of Canterbury), whose cult flourished at Bristol; Robert de Vere,
earl of Oxford (whose life was perhaps printed by Caxton, although no copy
survives); John Dalderby, bishop of Lincoln (for whom there are prayers in a
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Sarum book of hours of c.  1476, CUL MS Add. 4094); and the early fifteenth-

century Carew-Poyntz Hours (Fitzwilliam Museum, MS 48; probably once

owned by Sir Edmund Carew, d. 1513).
The  book’s  intellectual cohesion is reinforced by Paul  Quarrie’s account of

James’s lifelong connexions with Eton College and by Nicholas Rogers’s bibli-

ography of James’s 440 publications. All in  all, this is a wholly praiseworthy

collection, 'of more than  a  dozen  articles.  The only omission  that  this reviewer

regrets is  some  account of J  ames’s surviving papers, divided as they are between

several institutions at Cambridge and elsewhere.
NIGEL RAMSAY

MEDIEVAL SCARBOROUGH. Studies  in  Trade  and  Civic Life.  Edited by

David Crouch and Trevor Pearson. 2001. Yorkshire Archaeological Society

Occasional Papers 1, Yorkshire Archaeological Society and Scarborough

Archaeological and Historical Society. Available from the Yorkshire Archaeo-

logical  Society, Claremont, 23 Clarendon Road, Leeds LSZ 9N2. £15 plus  p&p.
ISBN 0—902122—96—7.

This, as the introduction  says, is a multidisciplinary study of ‘what is now
known, or can be suggested, about medieval Scarborough’; it was made neces-

sary not only by the interesting aspects of the  town’s  medieval history them-

selves, but also by the archaeological work done in the  19805  and 1990s, which

called  for  revision  of previously held views.  Though  the book as a whole

is focussed more on the earlier medieval period, it does provide the background

for Richard  III’s  charter to the town, ‘its  short-lived constitution of  1484’

(p. 43), which elevated Scarborough ‘to the  status  of  a county’ (p. 92), and which

would have been of great import if it had not been ‘defunct in the  next reign’
(p.  61).

The book contains the following entries: Paul Dalton, ‘The  foundation and

development of Scarborough in the twelfth century’, explaining the town

emergence  as a separate settlement and Henry II’s  interest in it. Martin Arnold,

‘The  legendary origins of Scarborough’, focussing on the theories and tra-

ditions connected to its name. Wendy Childs, ‘Mercantile Scarborough’, some
international trade, but mainly fishing and shipbuilding. Chris Daniell and

Kate  Bould, ‘Markets, mills and  tolls’, discussing the harbour, customs  dues,

agricultural hinterland, shops and local trade. David Crouch, ‘Urban govern-

ment and oligarchy in medieval Scarborough’, on the various officials, their

role and their social ties and position, and  ‘Church  life in medieval Scar-

borough’, describing for example the important  part  the representative  (procu-
rator, perpetuus  vicarius) of Citeaux in Burgundy played in the  town’s  religious
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life since Richard Igranted its church to this French abbey in  1189.  Lawrence
Hoey, ‘The  medieval architecture of St Mary’s, Scarborough’, with many

photographs.  Trevor Pearson, ‘Falsgrave soke and  settlement’, on the most

important settlement in the area at the time of the Domesday Survey, which

declined as Scarborough grew. Trevor  Pearson, ‘The  topography of the

medieval borough’, visualises the foundation by Henry II of ‘Oldborough’ and

‘Newborough’ and the position of the harbour.  Christopher  Hall, ‘Domestic

architecture in medieval Scarborough’, looks  for the hard-to-find evidence

of genuinely medieval buildings, which were all of wood — excluding the so-

called (Elizabethan) ‘Richard III House’. Daniel Normandale, ‘Scarborough’s

medieval pottery industry’, which, for lack of documentary sources, had to be

studied through archaeological evidence in spite of the fact  that  Scarborough

ware was widely used and is found in many countries around the North Sea.

The book appropriately ends with Jack Binns, ‘Gazetteer  of Scarborough’s

medieval place- and field-names’, which lists places of interest  both  within and

without the walls, and a general index.  There  are thirty-two black and white

illustrations: photographs, maps  and drawings.
This is obviously an important study for those with a special interest in

Scarborough itself; for Ricardians it  provides  the background to Richard III’s

lordship and his interest. Though the book  does  not, for  example, mention

Richard’s  frequent visits in 1484, it does put in perspective Charles Ross’ state-
ment  that ‘Not  surprisingly, Scarborough lost  its unlikely status as a county

[shared only with  major  towns such as London, Bristol and Norwich] as soon

as Henry VII became king’ (Ross, Richard  III, p. 58). Richard probably knew

more than Ross did.
LIVIA VISSER-FUCHS

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, THE  WARS  OF THE  ROSES  AND THE

HISTORIANS.  Keith Dockray.  2002.  Tempus Publishing Ltd,, Stroud,

Gloucestershire.  £12.99  (paperback). ISBN 0—7524-2320—7.

This  book  should appeal to a wide readership, as there is something for  those
interested generally in  Shakespeare, for  those  approaching the plays from the

literary viewpoint but without much knowledge of the period, and for students

of history.
The book opens with  a  review of the context and content of the two tetralo-

gies.  The plays may have been written as  a  moral story, or even  a  warning for

Queen Elizabeth, with parallels in her own times, such as the patriotic mood

following the defeat of the Armada reminiscent of Henry V’s success in France,

and the rebellions of Robert Devereux in the mid 15905 perhaps echoing
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Bolingbroke’s actions in 1399. Shakespeare’s plays concentrate on  ‘kings,
magnates and the importance of the crown/baronial relations’ and the prob-
lems  which occur when a king is unfit to rule or is evil.  This  section concludes
with a detailed review of the  ‘kings, queens  and magnates’ as portrayed in the
cycle and the progression of the Wars of the Roses, the  text  copiously illus-
trated with quotations from the plays.

The second section is an examination of the eponymous kings as well as
other  leading characters  such  as Richard of  York, his son Edward IV, Warwick

and Henry VII. The examination is confined to the areas of  kingship featured
in the plays and shows their relative successes, or otherwise, of managing the
nobility, conducting warfare, juggling finances and administering law and
order.  This  is  presented  from the contemporary or near contemporary sources,
thus  Warwick is seen through the eyes of Philippe de  Commines  and Jean de
Waurin and Richard III by the Crowland Chronicler and Dominic Mancini.
This  section provides a healthy antidote to Shakespeare’s reliance on Hall and
Holinshed, and ably demonstrates  the weakness of these  Tudor  sources.  There
is nothing new here for historians, but this analysis provides an excellent intro-
duction to the period for the general reader. The third section of the book, and
that which the present reviewer found most  useful, follows the development of
the historical interpretation of the Wars of the Roses. It opens with the  Tudor
Historians  where there are no surprises as the usual anti-Ricardian suspects are
reviewed. Vergil is  named  as the ‘first major architect of later Tudor tradition’
about Richard III and  there  is further examination of Vergil as one of
Shakespeare’s major sources. The later Tudor period, however, saw a change in
the study of history.  There  was a  ‘mania’ for searching and preserving medieval
manuscripts and in 1596 a society of antiquaries was founded, whose early
fellows included William  Camden, John  Stow  and Sir Robert Cotton. The

Stuart  and Hanoverian period saw the publication in  1622  of Sir Francis
Bacon’s  history of Henry VII, the first revisionist work on Richard III by Sir
George  Buck  and William Habington’s life of Edward IV published in 1640.
Narratives of the fifteenth-century civil strife abounded during the early 1640s,
and in 1685, one work luridly described the violence of the Wars of the Roses,

the writer perhaps influenced by contemporary events. By the  next  century
history had become an essential part of an English  gentleman’s  education and
multi-part histories proliferated, such as those written by Paul Rapin and
Thomas Carte. Rapin’s work was  ‘well  researched by the standards of the  time’,
and he was to some extent, prepared to challenge the Tudor saga about Richard
III.  Carte, who consulted unpublished documents, valued the Crowland

Chronicle, and exonerated Richard of his early ‘crimes’, and went so far as

to believe Edward  V might  have died of ill  health.  Later in the century the
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Scotsman, David Hume, and Horace Walpole clashed over their conclusions on

Richard III.  Hume  claimed to be an impartial writer but  ‘fell  short of his ideal’

when writing of the Wars of the Roses. The nineteenth century saw a dramatic
change with the beginnings of modern historical research although initially this
was closely aligned to the Whig interpretation of history as promulgated by
Macauley who had  a  greater literary style than deep knowledge of the subject.
In 1866 William Stubbs was appointed Regius Professor of Modern History at
Oxford, the first professional historian to hold the post. Stubbs believed  that
‘the time cannot be far off when all the records of the medieval world which are
in existence will be in  print’.  His View of the fifteenth century was  that  the  great
magnates believed in  ‘  “constitutional” principles when they were out of power,
only to practice  “despotism”, if, and when, they obtained control’ and he
generally adopted  a  high  moral tone, typical of the  Victorians, when judging
the late medieval kings, for example, Edward IV was described as  ‘vicious’,

cruel and  bloodthirsty’.  Stubbs enthusiasm for the publication of records was
also the life’s work of James Gairdner at the Public Record Office who, apart
from editing records, letters and documents, published the biography of
Richard III, that remained the  ‘ “standard” academic study of the king until the
1980s.’ He wrote that Richard was  a  calculating villain, but added ‘I confess

I am not satisfied of the justice of such a view.’ Undoubtedly the twentieth
century, after a rather slow start, saw the greatest advances in the study of the
Wars of the Roses. The scholars, C.L. Kingsford, K.B. McFarlane, and later

J.R. Lander, triumphed in the period of post-Whig history and McFarlane
inspired a generation of scholars including Colin Richmond (Keele) and
Charles Ross (Bristol), whose own students included  Tony Pollard  and Michael
Hicks —  ‘the Bristol  connection’. McFarlane’s influence sparked a renaissance
in the study of the fifteenth century in the 1970s; McFarlane himself had con-
centrated on the Lancastrian kings whilst others, such as Lander and Ross,

focused on the Yorkist period. In 1970 SB. Chrimes, Henry VII’s  biographer,
in collaboration with Ross and Ralph Griffiths, another former student at

Bristol, organized  a  colloquium of fifteenth-century historians in Cardiff,
which inaugurated  a  series of colloquia which continues. The Bristol connec-
tion’s  approach was ‘straightforward evidence-led, untrammeled by theoretical
models or paradigms about politics and society’ but  a  wind of change began to
blow from Cambridge in the 1990s led by Christine Carpenter who urged his-
torians to ‘put back into our subject that conceptual edge which it  seems  to
have lost’ and promoted the study of political culture rather than personal
ambition and self-interest of individuals. Dockray’s review of the twentieth cen-
tury concludes with  some  authors who have a wider appeal than the narrow
world of professional historians. The popular  approach  to the life and reign of
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Richard III had Sir Clements Markham, Paul Murray Kendall, and Jeremy
Potter defending the king, while A.L. Rowse, Desmond Seward, and Alison

Weir  took  the opposite view. The work of the Richard III Society is acknowl-
edged, in particular The  Ricardian, which attracts contributions from  both
academics and amateur historians.

The book ends with a perspective on the Plantagenet cycle in the form of a
brief survey of post-Tudor performances and the historical inaccuracies in the
plays, and Dockray concludes that, notwithstanding their historical  short-
comings, ‘no mere historian will ever paint a more compelling and dramatic
picture of England’s Lancastrian and Yorkist  kings’.

The book is written in  a  lively and readable style, there  are twenty-three
black and white illustrations, a simplified genealogical chart, bibliography
and index. There are no footnotes but quotes are attributed in the text. The
book is a  rather  curious mixture of  Shakespeare, original sources and histori-
ography. It is, nonetheless, enjoyable and the kind of work to be expected from
a historian who has already provided so many useful source books. In his open-
ing paragraph the author  suggests  that without Shakespeare nobody outside of

‘a few elite schools, universities and the Richard III  Society’ would have known
of the wars. Perhaps this could be taken a stage further  —  would there be a
Richard 111 Society without Shakespeare’s history cycle?

WENDY MOORHEN

RICARDIAN EAST ANGLIA  AND  ESSEX: A GUIDE  TO  PLACES
CONNECTED WITH RICHARD  III IN  CAMBRIDGESI-IIRE, ESSEX,
NORFOLK  AND  SUFFOLK.  John Ashdown-Hill.  2002.  Obtainable from the
author, 8  Thurlston Close, Colchester CO4  3HF.  £2 including p&p.

This  booklet  lists  in alphabetical  order  of  both  the counties covered, and the
places mentioned within those counties, towns and villages which have
connections with Richard III or other members of the House of York. There
are notes on eighteen places in Essex, thirteen each in Norfolk and Suffolk, but

only three  from Cambridgeshjre  —  Cambridge itself, Ely and Huntingdon.
Some of the  places  mentioned, Norwich, Colchester, Bury St Edmunds and

Long Melford for instance, are likely to be visited by most  people touring the
area, while some of the places with Ricardian or Yorkist connections are far

from the usual haunts of tourists. Inevitably, some of the places described have
strong connections, which are set out here, while  others, such as for instance,
Theydon Bois, E17, and Swaffham, N11, are less closely linked to Richard III

and the  House  of York. The  Essex  section is illustrated with attractive repro-
ductions of line drawings and brasses. Sadly there are no illustrations of places
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in the other counties, though it is  easy to think of suitable pictures which would
have reproduced well.

For anyone with an interest in Richard and his family connections, this
booklet would be helpful in planning a  themed tour through the counties
covered. The author indicates properties which are  open  to the public, and
where entrance charges are made. Brief instructions for  finding the sites are also
included. A typographical error in SS — the pages are not numbered — which
is the entry for Gipping Chapel, says it is on a minor road off the  A414, which
should read the A14.

It is unfortunate that the booklet is printed in a type-face which is not easy
to read. Should it ever be reprinted, it could be much improved were it to
appear in a more legible font, and would also profit from more space between
lines and paragraphs.

MARGARET STATHAM

Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists of recent  books  and articles, mainly published in the
last twelve months, although earlier publications may be included. The appear-
ance of an item does not preclude its subsequent review.

BOOKS

Maryan W. Ainsworth, editor, Early Netherlandish  Painting at the  Crossroads.
2002. Illustrated. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, distributed by
Yale University Press. £30. ISBN 0—300-09368—3.

Essays about  the social background, the markets, techniques and methods of  manu-
facture of the paintings, as well as such subjects as the relationship of  text  to image.
Draws together recent  research  and proposes how research  should  proceed.

Thomas P. Campbell, Tapestry in the  Renaissance.  2002.  Heavily illustrated.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, distributed by Yale University
Press. £55. ISBN 1—300-09370—5.

The period covered is  1460—1560; 45 surviving tapestries and 20 surviving cartoons
and drawings are studied. Beautifully illustrated. Stylistic and technical developments
in Italy, Low Countries and France are  studied  alongside the liturgical and artistic
and propaganda requirements of the princes of the time. The book accompanies
an exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 14 March to 19 June

2002.
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William Cooper, editor, The  Wycliffe  New  Testament 1388.  An  edition  in
modern  spelling, with  an  introduction, the  ariginalprologues  and the  Epistle  to the
Laodz'ceans.  2002.  544 pages. University of Toronto Press, North  York,
Canada. $35 (cloth). ISBN 0—7123—4728—3.

A rendering into modern spelling and punctuation of one of the  texts  that Richard prob-

ably owned as duke of Gloucester, see The  Ricardian, vol.  7  (1985—87), pp.  479—85.

Laurence  Keen  and Eileen Scarff, editors, Windsor.  Medieval Archaeology, Art
and  Architecture  of the  Thames  Valley.  The British Archaeological Association
Conference Transactions, volume 25. 2002. £48  (hbk); £32 (pbk).

ISBN 1-902653-45-9 (hbk); 1-902653-44-0 (pbk)
Contributions of particular interest to Ricardians in this richly illustrated volume are:
Anne F. Sutton and  Livia Visser-Fuchs, ‘The  reward of Aesop and a miracle of St
Osmund in St  George’s  Chapel, Windsor’, which solves the mystery of the carving on
one of the most prominent Garter stalls, linking it via the ancient ‘Life of  Aesop’ and
the medieval miracles of St Osmund of Salisbury, to Richard Beauchamp, Bishop of
Salisbury, Chancellor of the Order of the Garter and friend of Edward IV.  Samantha  E.
Riches, ‘The  imagery of the Virgin Mary and St George in the stalls of St  George’s
Chapel’, discusses and illustrates the desk-ends or  ‘popeys’ on the  south  side of the quire,
made between  1477  and 1484. Jane Geddes, ‘John Tresilian and the gates of Edward
IV’s  chantry’, discusses the evidence (and myths) about the maker, his colleagues and
the Netherlandish influence on his work, relating it to wooden altarpieces and earlier
iron work. Antje Fehrmann, ‘The  chantry chapel of Edward IV’, deals in detail with the
(controversial) documentary evidence concerning Edward’s tomb and the chapel  above,
and their intended use and purpose.  Peter  J.  Begent, ‘The  heraldic decoration of St
George’s Chapel, Windsor’. John A.A. Goodall, ‘Henry VI’s  court and the construction
of Eton  College’, sets  out the architectural and institutional development of the college
1440  to c. 1520 and analyses the extant architecture.

Ramon  Lull, Book  of Knighthood  and  Chivalry.  Translated by Brian R. Price.
2002.  136 pages. Distributed by Boydell and Brewer for the Chivalry
Bookshelf.  circa  £18.99. ISBN  1—89144—803—X.

A  modern English translation of the  text  that William  Caxton  translated and printed,
and dedicated to Richard III. See The  Ricardian, vol.  9 (1991—93), pp. 110—29.

ARTICLES

Andrew Breeze, ‘Sir John  Paston  on “Set Hughe Lavernoys’”, Notes  and
Queries, volume  246, number 1, March 2001, pages 10-11.

Sir John  Paston, writing to his brother, John, 4  November  1472, mentions  ‘Ser  Hugh

Lavernoys’, identified as the early fourteenth-century chanson  de  geste  ’Huan
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d’Auvergne’, written in French by a North Italian, the oldest French poem influenced of
Dante’s  Hell.  In  love  with  Huon’s  wife, Charles  Martel  packs him off on a diplomatic

mission to hell.

Clive Burgess, ‘Pre-Reformation churchwardens’ accounts and parish govern-
ment: lessons from London and Bristol’, English Historical  Review, volume

117, number  471, April 2002, pages  306—32.

Explains  their background, information and pitfalls, and  corrects  some earlier assump-
tions based on  these  records. Reveals the large amount of parish life and some of the
varied work of the parish ‘masters' or elite, which  they omit. The parish was  a ‘layered’
form of government of which churchwardens were only one part.

Christopher Dyer, ‘Small places with large consequences: the importance of
small towns in England, 1000—1540’, Historical  Research, volume 75, number

187, February 2002, pages  1-24.

These numbered  about  670, 1270-1540, and were especially a feature of northern
England. The  historiographical  misunderstanding and dismissal of the small town was
not shared by medieval lords and gentry who valued their contribution.  They were  part

of the distribution network from London, and might supply their own specialities to the
capital, e.g.  Thaxted  knives; and  they were channels of migration, social advancement
and culture. Includes details of recent studies of individual towns.

Medieval English  Theatre, volume 22, 2000, contains the following articles of

interest for the late fifteenth century:

‘The  “now” of  “then” ’  (the  Chester  play of  Antichrist), by David Mills; ‘The  York plays

and the feast of Corpus Christi:  a  reconsideration’, by Pamela King; “‘This  man is
Pyramus”: a pre-history of the English mummers’ plays’, by Thomas  Pettit; ‘Lollards

stop play?  A  curious case of non-performance in  1505’ by Joanna Mattingley; and  ‘The
Coventry Hock Tuesday play: its origin and relationship to Hocktide’.

Nicholas Orme, ‘William Elyot, a  fifteenth-century registrar, and his  books’,

Archives, volume 26, number 105, October  2001, pages  112—17.

Elyot was registrar to Edmund  Lacy, Bishop of  Exeter  (1419-55), and owner of several
surviving manuscripts of canon law, grammar and  a  Latin  Bible, donated by him in July
1483. Born in the  14205, probably in  Devon, he became a notary public and was in

Lacy’s  service by 1451. In order to receive benefices, such as Godshouse, Plymouth, he
entered holy orders; his scribal and legal talents  earned  him other patrons, including
Bishop Waynflete of Winchester. He died  1494  at Exeter.

Anne F. Sutton, ‘Merchant  Adventurers of England: their origins and the

Mercers’ Company of  London’, Historical  Research, volume 75, number 187,

February 2002, pages 25—46.
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The history of the adventurers trading to the Low Countries from their first privileges of
1296  to about 1509, emphasing their privileges as the main source for any study of their

development. Discounts theories that they were  derived  from the London Mercers'
Company, or in any way ‘created’ in 1486. The acts of court of the Mercers are re-

examined as a source.

John Watts, ‘ “The  policie in Christien remes”:  Bishop Russell’s parliamentary
sermons of  1483-84’, in  Authority and  Consent  in  Tudor  England.  Essays
Presented  to  C.S.L.  Davies, edited by G.W. Bernard and SJ. Gunn. Ashgate,

Aldershot 2002, pages  33—60.

A  new and detailed analysis of the three drafts; description of  contents, the nature of
parliamentary sermons generally and Russell’s  possible  political  stance, particularly
towards Richard  III’s  accession; discussion of and theories about Russell’s  ‘image  of

government’ (‘institutional’ and  ‘often  collective’), his View of the  role  of the nobility
(limited) and his use of ‘classical Roman idiom’.

Theron Westervelt, ‘The  changing nature of politics in the localities in the later

fifteenth century: William Lord Hastings and his indentured retainers’, Midland
History, volume 26, 2001, pages 96—106.

The true significance of the unusual use of indentures (illegal, out of date and nearly

superfluous) by Hastings is discussed. His particular personal position in the Midlands
and the duchy of Lancaster is used to explain his need of this form of agreement to

create a hierarchy of good order from the king down, through himself, to the localities,
which had  been  so disrupted in the reign of Henry VI.

Notes  on  Contributors

John  Ashdown-Hill.  A  member of the Richard III Society for a number of years,
with  a  particular research interest in Eleanor Talbot, Lady Butler.

Julia  Boffey.  Queen Mary University of London is Reader in Medieval Studies
in the School of English and  Drama.

Sean  Cunningham  is an Assistant Keeper of Public  Records  at the Public
Record Office. His book of document fascimiles relating to Richard III will
appear early in  2003.

David  Dymond  is general editor of the Suffolk Records Society, and was
formerly Director of Studies in Local History at the Board of Continuing
Education, University of Cambridge.
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Heather Falvey is  a  member of the South Herts Group and of the  Society’s
Research Sub-Committee. Currently studying local custom and seventeenth-

century social unrest for a PhD at the University of Warwick.

Peter  Fleming is a history lecturer at the University of the West of England. His
study of the Battle of Niblcy Green  is to be published shortly by Tempus.

Rosemary Horrox.  Fellow of Fitzwilliam College, Cambridge. Author of
Richard III:  A  Study of Service, Cambridge  1989.

Edward  L.  Meek  has recently completed a doctorate on diplomacy in the later
middle ages, and is the author of several articles on that subject. He currently
resides in Cambridge.

Wendy Moorhen  joined the Society in  1987  and is Chairperson of the  Thames
Valley Branch. Elected Research Officer of the Society in 2001. Currently
researching the life of John de la  Pole.

Nigel Ramsay is  a  Senior Research Fellow in the History Department of Uni-
versity College London. He is engaged in preparing a catalogue of the dispersed
archives of England’s medieval monasteries.

Carole  Rawclse  is Professor of Medieval History at the University of East
Anglia. She is currently writing a history of leprosy in medieval England and
co-editing The  History of Norwich.

Compton Reeves, Emeritus Professor of  History, Ohio  University, and Adjunct
Professor with the  Arizona  Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies. He

has  served  twice as Chairman of the American Branch of the Richard III

Society.

Nicholas  Rogers  is the Archivist of Sidney Sussex  College Cambridge. He writes
on various aspects of late medieval culture, and is Editor of the  Transactions  of
the  Monumental Brass Society.

Margaret Statham.  For many years on the staff of the Bury St Edmunds
Record Office. She has written on Bury St Edmunds and edited the  Accounts  of
the  Feoflees  of the  Town Lands  of Bury St  Edmunds, 1569-1622,  to be published
by the Suffolk Record Society in  2003.

Livia  Visser-Fuchs  is finishing a  thesis on Jean de Wavrin’s historical work and
the reputation of Richard Neville, Earl of Warwick, in the Low Countries.
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Instructions  to  Contributors  to The  Ricardian

Contributions are welcomed on any subject relevant to the aims of the Society. These may be
illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good contrast) or by line drawings. All con-
tributions, including letters, must be typewritten, with  double  spacing and adequate margins,
on one  side  of the  paper  only. Permission must be  obtained  for the use of  copyright  material,
but  this  is not usually necessary for short quotes.  References  and footnotes  must
be given in one sequence at the end of the article. Details need not be  given  in full for second
and subsequent references to the  same  source. They must  take the form of the following
examples: R.  Horrox  and P.W. Hammond, eds., British  Library Manuscript  433, 4  vols,
Upminster and London  1979—83, vol. 1, pp. 45—46.
Daniel Williams, ‘The  hastily drawn up will of  William  Catesby Esquire, 25  August 1485’,
Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical Society Transactions, vol. 51 (1975—6), p. 48.
Anyone interested in taking display advertisement space  —  full, half or quarter  page
— or in placing an insert should contact the Editor. (Classified advertisements should be  sent
to the Editor of the Bulletin).
Contributions for the  2004  issue  of The  Ricardian  must  reach Miss Anne  Sutton, 44 Guildhall
Street, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33  lQF, by 30 September  2003.  Articles should be sent
well in advance. Further advice on presentation may be obtained from the editor.

THE  RICHARD  III AND YORKIST  HISTORY  TRUST

RICHARD III: LOYALTY, LORDSHIP  AND LAW

Edited P.W. Hammond

Papers of the Second Richard III Society Symposium April  1984,
in a new corrected edition.

A. Crawford, The  Private Life  of John  Howard; M.K. Jones, Richard  III and  Lady
Margaret  Beaufort; K. Dockray, Richard  III and the  Yorkshire Gentry; A.F.
Sutton, Richard  III and the  Concept  of the  'Good Prince’; R.H. Helmholz, The
Sons  of Edward  IV:  A  Canonical  Assessment  of the  Claim that they were  Illegiti-
mate; P.W.  Hammond and W.J. White, A Re—examination  of the  Evidence  .  . .  on

the  Bones  in  Westminster  Abbey; N. Macdougall, Richard  III and  James  III;
C. Richmond, 1485  And All  That.

ISBN 1—900289—37—7

Available to  Members  for £13.00 including p&p from the  Sales  Office,
Time  Travellers Limited, PO Box  7253, Tamworth, Staffordshire, B79  9BF.

Price to  Non-Members  £19.50, including p&p from

Paul Watkins Publishing Ltd,
18 Adelaide Street, Stamford, Lincs. PE9 ZEN.
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THE  RICHARD 111 AND

YORKIST HISTORY TRUST
PUBLICATIONS 7/;
RICHARD  III:  LORDSHIP, LOYALTY AND LAW £19.50  (£13.00)
ed. P.W.  Hammond, 1984, repr. 2000
Proceedings of the  second symposium  of the  Richard  III  Society.

THE CROWLAND  CHRONICLE CONTINUATIONS 1459—1486 £30.00  (£18.50)
ed. Nicholas  Pronay and John  Cox, 1986
The first  modern edition  of  this part  of the  chronicle, with a  detailed  introduction  and  parallel
Latin  and  English  texts.

THE HOURS OF  RICHARD  111 £12.99  (£12.95)
by Anne  F.  Sutton  and  Livia Visser-Fuchs, 1990
Detailed study of the liturgical  contents  and decoration of Richard  III’s  book  of hours, and
of his piety.

YORK HOUSE  BOOKS 1461—1490 ~  £75.00  (£55.00)
ed. Lorraine  Attreed, 2  vols, 1991
The first  complete transcript  of  Books  1 to  6  of the  House Books, the records of York  City
Council, with  a detailed  introduction  and  a name  and  subject  index.

THE HOUSEHOLD  BOOKS  OF JOHN  HOWARD, DUKE 0F
NORFOLK, 1462—1471  and  1481—1483 £35.00 (£29.50)
introd.  Anne  Crawford, 1992 -
Reduced  size  facsimile reprints  of the  rare  19th-century transcriptions of the  household
books, with a long introduction  on Howard’s  life  and career, a  new  name index  and an
appendix  of  newly transcribed related documents.

THE  POLITICS  OF FIFTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND:
JOHN  VALE’S  BOOK £40.00 (£35.00)
ed.  Margaret  L.  Kekewich, Colin Richmond, Anne  F.  Sutton, Livia  Visser-Fuchs  and John
L.  Watts, 1995
An  edition/calendar  of BL Add MS  48031A, a  memoranda  book  containing broadsides,

public  and private  letters  and  literary and political  texts  c.  1420—1483, with introductory
essays, notes, transcripts  and an index.

THE ALIEN  COMMUNITIES  OF LONDON IN THE FIFTEENTH
CENTURY:  THE  SUBSIDY  ROLLS OF  1440  and  1483—1484 £25.00  (£22.50)
ed. and intr. J.L.  Bolton, 1998
A  study, with  calendar, of  three alien subsidy rolls; looks  at the geographic origins, social
organisation  and  economic  role  of the  migrants within  London and considers the  question  of
how  Londonders regarded  these  aliens; includes  short  biographies.

THE  MERCHANT TAYLORS’ COMPANY  OF  LONDON:
COURT MINUTES 1486-1493 £30.00 (£20.00)
ed.  Matthew  Daw'es, 2000
An  edition with  introduction and analysis.

 

Available from  good  bookshops  or direct  from
Paul Watkins Publishing, 1 High  Street, Donington, Lines PEll 4TA (01775 821542).

They are available to  members  of the  Richard  III  Society at the  reduced prices, shown  in

parentheses, from The  Society’s  Sales  Office,

Time  Travellers  Limited, PO Box  7253, Tamworth, Staffordshire B79 93F, UK.


